Mobile device users at the Northern Green Expo can easily access information with a free new app! The app is available for download from iTunes and Google Play by searching “Northern Green Expo 2013.” In addition, a mobile website will allow web users an easy way to access information. There are several exciting app features:

1. View and search the entire Expo schedule and “favorite” sessions to create your own unique, individualized Expo experience.
2. View and search the Expo exhibitor list and “favorite” those you want to remember to visit onsite. Plus, click on their name and a pin will drop on our trade show map right at their location on the trade show floor.
3. Fill out a session survey, respond to a poll, or view your seminar’s handout within the app!
4. Not sure what’s coming up? Visit the “What’s On Now” screen to see what’s currently taking place and what will be happening in the next two hours.
5. Join the Twitter conversation integrated into the app and see what attendees and exhibitors are talking about (#GreenExpo13).

6. Receive Expo updates in real time. If something changes, you’ll be the first to know!

Download the Northern Green Expo App Dec. 5th!
Disc Golf, An Addition

by Mike Harrington, Beautiful Blooms Landscape and Design
Disc Golf is very similar to golf only instead of hitting a golf ball with a club, you throw a disc with your arm. There are tees, fairways, rough, water hazards, OB areas, trees, greens (32’ around the basket), and holes (Basket AKA Pole Hole). The goal is the same to get from one point to another in the fewest throws. Not only are the physical parts of the course the same, but the thrill of hitting that perfect golf shot translates to disc golf too. Watching the disc float through the air effortlessly around the trees or over the pond right under the basket keeps so many people coming back over and over again. It’s the same as getting onto a par 5 in two shots by hitting a perfect 3-wood from 250 yards away clearing the bunker and rolling it up on the green to a 2 foot tap-in putt for Eagle. This is one of the reasons disc golf is one of the fastest growing sports in the country, the adrenaline and the thrill are the same as when you hit a perfect golf shot.

**Consolidation of the sports**

Golf courses have so many of the same elements as disc golf courses that the same property can be good for both sports. A golf disc is thrown only about 20-40% of the distance of a typical golf drive so much less land is needed. A decent 18 hole disc golf course could easily fit into 9 holes of a typical golf course. If there are unused woodlands or prairie areas available, you could either add more disc golf holes, or use less of the golf course for disc golf. Because the distance of the holes is quite a bit shorter, we also desire much narrower fairways, which is why woods are a great feature on some disc golf holes. Good design incorporates more obstacles and risk/reward shots like over water or through the woods. An occasional open hole using the golf fairway would be acceptable, but a great course will have a good variety of open length, lightly wooded holes, water or OB danger, and even densely wooded areas.

Disc Golf Course Accessories and the necessary installation and maintenance

The most basic tee would be a nice level area of grass but the only drawback is that you will want to move the tee markers regularly to avoid compaction and turf damage. The next step up would be to use a rubber mat or an Astroturf tee area for more consistent footing. Even better than these surfaces would be to use existing paved cart paths. Another step up would be to pour new concrete slabs where the tees would be placed. This is obviously the premium option and I would not recommend this unless you are sure disc golf will be a part of your course for quite a while.

Once you decide on the desired tee type, you might have a little prep work for the tees, depending on the tee surface. You
will also need a little bit of time to install the concrete for the permanent locking metal sleeves (used for permanent basket installations only). The best part about adding disc golf to an existing golf course is that it will not require a lot more effort on day to day maintenance. You already mow the grass, take care of your trees, rake your bunkers, paint your water hazards, and irrigate the turf. Depending on your specific golf course you might not even need to move the baskets in and out if you have a lot of peripheral wooded or prairie property since those areas are also enjoyable for disc golf.

Rest assured that a well designed course will keep all discs and people far away from the fine turf areas. We do not want discs landing on the green, nor do we want overuse and compaction to begin on the nicely groomed tees. Fairways and rough could withstand an occasional disc and subsequent throw. For a frame of reference, the typical disc golf course turf is comparable to golf course rough. Wooded holes don’t get enough sun to sustain turf, but mulch can be applied to bare areas if the leaf cover is not enough to keep the mud from being on the surface.

The potential economic impact of disc golf

An upward trend in the sport of disc golf is the desire for pay to play courses as opposed to the free municipal parks. The municipal courses are becoming over-
crowded and beat up due to the decreasing parks budgets, and a lot of the maintenance is left to the local disc golf club volunteers. Many of the more discerning disc golfers are looking for places where it will be less crowded, more secluded, quieter, more scenic, and better maintained, and they are willing to pay for that experience. According to a survey done by the Professional Disc Golf Association (PDGA) in 2011, of the people willing to pay for a nicely maintained disc golf course, the optimum fee would be $4-6, with some people saying they would pay over $15. Add in a golf cart rental, some beverages, and possibly some food sales and there is a significant amount of money from a completely different target market. That income looks even more substantial when you realize the additional inputs are pretty minimal and disc golf could take advantage of your slow periods. I imagine that your golf course owners, who have been dealing with less tee times and fewer golfers over the past decade, would love to have that additional income.

Is disc golf suitable for all golf courses?

Disc golf could be designed to fit into just about any golf course, but there are so many variables that the extent of use might vary dramatically from course to course. The amount of money people are willing to pay will also vary depending on the property and the level of challenge that can be provided. From a design standpoint the factors involved would be the trees along the fairways, the water that is in play, the use of bunkers to create more obstacles, and the overall size of your prop-
ery. If there are peripheral prairie areas or densely wooded areas that can be used, then the design could be altered dramatically to capitalize on the unused portion of the property.

The biggest factor to consider when deciding if disc golf would be appropriate for your property is to study the slow periods of golf. Are there specific evenings where a section of the golf course could be closed to golfers and opened for disc golf league play? Are the early spring and late fall months particularly slow because the golfers are waiting for ideal weather conditions? Could you have a course that would support simultaneous play by golfers and disc golfers? Currently there are two courses installed on golf courses in the Minneapolis area where the disc golfers get a tee-time just like the golfers do and you could find a few dozen golfers and a few dozen disc golfers on the same course at the same time. Disc golfers also tend to be a hearty bunch of people and will play in just about any weather including snow, so it is important to think about the opportunity for a course in the wintertime, when there obviously is no revenue from golf. All of these circumstances will affect the type of course that could be put in and the amount of money people are willing to pay to play your course.

Perhaps your course could support a permanent disc golf course being installed. It might only be able to justify a temporary setup a couple nights a week, or for that matter even just a couple of tournaments a year. I am confident with the right promotion, and the proper planning and design, this is something that will be a profitable

Hole 17 at The Lodge Island Golf Course in Pawhuska, OK. photo Mike Harrington
addition to many golf courses.

Mike Harrington has a BS in Environmental Horticulture from the University of Minnesota. He spent 10 years in the golf course maintenance industry with three and a half years as Golf Course Superintendent at Scenic View Country Club in Slinger, WI. Since 2005 he has been Co-owner (with his wife Loriena who also was in the golf course industry for 10 years) of Beautiful Blooms Landscape & Design in Wauwatosa, WI focusing on lawn and landscape design, installation, and maintenance. He recently started a new company called The Disc Golf Experience LLC aimed at promoting the sport of disc golf through sustainable disc golf course design and running fun and unique disc golf events. He has travelled to over 400 disc golf courses in 22 states since he started playing the game less than 4 years ago and he writes an extensive blog about all of the courses he has played across the country found at www.thediscgolfexperience.com. If you have any questions about the incorporation of disc golf into your golf course feel free to email Mike@thediscgolfexperience.com. He would be happy to talk you through your property and how to decide if this would be a worthwhile venture.
There is nothing wrong with a little recognition.

That was the overwhelming theme and the goal at the MGCSA awards banquet held at Medina Country Club on December 5, 2012. Host Erin McManus, Superintendent, Medina Country Club, welcomed over 80 MGCSA members and guests at the event.

After a lively social hour and fine dinner served by the Medina CC staff, Master of Ceremonies Bill Gullicks, Superintendent, Bellwood Oaks Golf Club started the show by introducing the life service awards of 35 MGCSA members with certificates of merit. These members ranged from 25 years of membership up to 40 years of continuous membership in the MGCSA.

Gullicks then turned the microphone over to Dave Kazmierczak, CGCS, Superintendent, Prestwick Golf Club and editor of the MGCSA’s Hole Notes magazine to present the Watson award for the best member-generated article in the magazine for 2012. Kazmierczak presented the award to Ken Rost of Frost Services for his article published in the September month of Hole Notes entitled “RU Ready? GPS TECH UpDate”.

With those presentations done, Gullicks then got to the highlight of the evening- the presentation of the 2012 Distinguished Service Award to current MGCSA ex-officio Paul Diegnau. Gullicks invited Eric Councilman, Superintendent, Somerby Country Club and nominator of Diegnau for the award, to come forward and present Diegnau his award.

Councilman gave a brief introduction and then began to rattle off Diegnau’s career accomplishments, enough to fill up two full pages of copy. With the witty anecdotes and many career highlights conveyed, Councilman then invited Diegnau to receive his DSA award.

Humbled and gracious, Diegnau accepted the DSA award with reverence and thanks. His acceptance speech thanked the many people who helped him on his way, including past and current employers, colleagues with whom he worked and served with, but most importantly his family. Diegnau’s wife, Cindy and his parents Gretchen and Ron were in attendance to witness his acceptance and receive Diegnau’s praise while his two children were thanked from afar.

In closing, Gullicks thanked the participants for coming to the awards dinner, and left them with the idea that too often members of our industry do not seek recognition for their service and accomplishments, in fact they try not to be highlighted in any way, which is not beneficial. Gullicks asked that all in attendance realize the more awards or orders of merit we earn in our work, the brighter the light is cast upon our profession and our professionalism. That, Gullicks said, is the kind of recognition we all should be striving for.
MGCSA 2012 Service Awards:

Above, Dennis Hendrickson Class of 1972.

45 years and going strong, Ron Bloom in the center

Double down, DSA and 30 year Service Award, Paul Diegnau CGCS below.

Fred Taylor, above, 35 years of solid service receives his thanks from Bill Gullicks.

25 years young! Todd Daniels receives his 25 year plaque.
**R U Ready- GPS TECH Update**, an article in the September issue of *Hole Notes Magazine*, earned Ken Rost, above on the right next to Editor Dave Kazmierczak CGCS, great recognition and the Watson Award for best member written article.